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Due to the current worldwide pandemic more and more 
office staff find themselves working from their home. 

In the initial lockdown period many adopted a ‘make do’ 
approach to their workspace arrangements; working from 
sofas, dining tables, kitchen worktops and some more 
unconventional options like ironing boards!

As working at home becomes a long term prospect many 
employers are investing resources to ensure their staff 
are able to remain productive at home; by providing 
appropriate workspace furniture and ergonomic 
accessories to keep them supported and comfortable.

The following pages contain a few examples of our product 
ranges that look great and work great at home...



Desks + Workstations

Air executive desk

Single desks

Sit/Stand desks

Executive desks

We have a range of sleek and sophisticated single 
desk options that work great in a home environment, 
whether in a separate dedicated office or an open plan 
layout, blending in with your existing living space style.

An attractive feature of Air desks is the thin profile metal 
legs which convey a sense of lightness whilst maintaining 
stability and durability,

The Air executive range offers concealed hooks, cable ports, 
storage and drawers, revealed at a touch add the finishing 
touches to the sleek, sophisticated and weightless feel.

The Formetiq® Alto sit/stand desks - together with the  
Easy, Active and Motion desks from Narbutas - offer 
advanced control systems including bluetooth enabled 
options and anti-collision technology to prevent the 
desktop hitting objects underneath during adjustment.
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Storage

Pedestals

Towers

Cupboards

Cabinets

Boxi tower storage

In smaller or open plan homes, where workspace is 
often shared, the ability to tidy away your work out of 
sight is essential to a healthy work/life balance.

Our storage ranges can be easily adapted and extended  
to provide as little or as much storage as you require.  
Our compact steel and MFC mobile pedestals keep all your 
desk essentials close at hand whilst the customisable Boxi 
tower design can accommodate much more including: 
internal charge sockets, filing, shelves, clothes hooks and 
even a planter on top!

For larger file and book storage there is a wealth of options 
available with different colours and finishes of cupboards, 
cabinets and shelves on offer.
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Seating
Task chairs

Visitor chairs

Lounge chairs

Diva task chair

Choosing the right work seating for home isn’t just 
about essential comfort and support, but also style.  
Some practical office chairs can look ugly and out of 
place in a domestic setting.

Most of our seating ranges offer comfort and style together 
in a robust but contemporary chair design. Formetiq® chairs 
are simple yet sophisticated and the Narbutas task chair 
range - together with matching visitor and lounge chairs - 
offers a huge selection of beautiful Camira and Velito fabric 
options, some with fashionable two tone designs.
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Ergonomic 
accessories

Monitor arms

Power modules

Cable management

Kardo pole-mounted monitor arm
Boost desktop power module
Linx cable management spine
Cube steel mobile pedestal

The Metalicon® range of ergonomic office furniture 
accessories is designed to keep workspaces clear, tidy 
and comfortable to work at.

Keep your screens at the appropriate height with the Kardo 
or Levo monitor arms. Take advantage of the twin or quad 
screen options or add the universal attachment to use your 
laptop as a second screen.

Their range of power modules offers everything required 
both on top of the desk and underneath, linking 
seamlessly together to reduce cable clutter and save 
valuable desk space.

The Boost range of desktop modules offers multiple 
configurations of power sockets, USB-A and USB-C charge 
and Cat6 data ports in one compact module  
that sits neatly out of the way at the back of the desk.

Metalicon® have engineered their cable management 
spines to be incredibly easy to install and adjust. The 
patented Linx spine can be extended to fit any height 
workspace - including sit/stand height adjustable desks.
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iQ Workspace Ltd 
Walstan House, Barnard Road, Norwich NR5 9JB

01603 670 701 
sales@iqworkspace.co.uk

iqworkspace.co.uk
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